
Fastmore is driven to bring you simplified 
logistics in the most expedient ways, 
working with people, technology, and 
value based practices.

Every day is an adventure. Some days it’s finding the right fit 

for an impossible cargo size. Other days it’s managing the 

route. You can’t deliver exceptional solutions unless you’ve 

done this time and time again.  

Trade shows, exhibitions, film and concert equipment or a few 

hundred crates of fine art--no problem. Fastmore can design, 

plan and provide a logistics solution. Mailing Address: PO Box 153 Palatine, IL 60078

solutions@fastmore.com
www.fastmore.com

T: (866) 419-6057
F: (847) 649-0557 

Synchronizing the road to commerce.

Fastmore Logistics offers a comprehensive, full truckload model.

This means we can fulfill all your transportation needs across all

industry verticals.

Truckload

Working with our flatbed personnel will support you with 

innovative solutions to all your out-of-gauge transportation 

needs and specialized equipment moves.

Flatbed 

Fastmore Logistics equips you with temperature-controlled 

equipment to transport your cargo as necessary--wherever

you need it.

Temperature-Controlled 

Our Expedited Services give you more choices and less 

downtime. We service customers in the U.S. and Canada 

24/7/365.

Expedited

Door-to-door intermodal service is designed to offer great

environmental and time-in-transit benefits. Flexibility in service

and extensive equipment availability keeps things moving. 

Intermodal

Tradeshow/ Project

Get rolling with us. 
Get on the path to better logistics

This is not a Point A to Point B World.

Our comprehensive expertise provides solutions 
for the full range of logistics. From B2B supply 
chains to Expedited Deliveries and High Value 
cargo, we’ve done it and we’re ready to help you.  

A journey told
in solutions.



Who We Serve
and What We Do.

It all starts with the cargo. Is it High Value? Is it fragile? Is it a 

routine situation with a weather challenge? Knowing the unique 

details of the cargo, and matching them to carriers and drivers 

first-hand provides confidence that a job will go well. All cargo 

that hits our system is evaluated for the right plan.

Specialty Services
Our track record for risk management and loss prevention has 

blazed the trail for best practices in this category since 2005.

We pride ourselves on providing better supply chain 

efficiency to make sure you always have the right solution in 

the right place at the right time. Fastmore manages service 

across multiple modes of transportation throughout the 

entire supply chain.
Our Expedited Services give you more choices and less 

downtime.  Getting a plan together quickly means being attentive 

to your needs beyond just a deadline. We never sacrifice quality 

and care for speed.  

Expedited Services

Fastmore leverages high tech efficiencies with human expertise 

to get the job done accurately and efficiently.  From live tracking 

and embedded GPS to status alerts and automated checkpoints, 

we optimize supply chain visibility. 

Technology

Security

Fastmore Logistics has spent years building the best possible 

national transportation network and solutions catered to 

International Freight Forwarders. We understand forwarder 

requirements and demands better than anyone in the industry.  

As the go-to solutions provider for a wide variety of Freight 

Forwarders,  we provide time and cost efficiencies in 

transportation outsourcing.

Freight Forwarders

Supply Chain Management

The best stories are simple.
So are the best logistics.

Our logistics decisions are based on millions of pounds of experience. This allows us to make informed and efficient decisions. 

Plus, it gives our customers the confidence to trust us with everything from routine shipments to their most precious treasures.

Working with elite businesses and shippers has given us the experience to pull together top-notch components into a well-oiled logistics machine.


